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ABSTRACT 

The amount of Distributed Generators connected to 
distribution networks will continue to grow during the 
next years. In this context, alternative solutions are 
investigated to reduce connection costs. 
The largest French DSO (Enedis) is already studying 
some of these solutions as self-adaptive reactive power 
control and active power curtailment on MV networks. 
These two solutions can be implemented to reduce 
connection costs when constraints are identified on 
connection studies. 
Cost-benefit analysis on society at large for these two 
alternative solutions show a potential reduction of 
connection costs between 90 k€/MW and 100 k€/MW 
when these solutions solve constraints and are cost-
effective compared to network reinforcement. 

INTRODUCTION 

In France, most part of Distributed Generators (DG) is 
connected to distribution networks (MV and LV 
networks). To meet French and European target, the 
number of DG connected to MV and LV will continue to 
increase in the next years. In that context and to facilitate 
the connection to distribution network, Enedis, the main 
French DSO, studies alternatives to network 
reinforcement to reduce connection costs of DG. 
This paper presents a cost-benefit analysis carried out on 
the entire value chain and on society costs for two 
alternatives to MV network reinforcement: self-adaptive 
reactive power regulation and active power curtailment. 
We first present the technical solutions. We then describe 
the expected French 2030 energy context on which the 
study is carried out and the method used to assess both 
the network constraints and how they can be solved with 
the two solutions. We next present the costs taken into 
account and the potential benefits. Finally, we assess the 
potential reduction costs of DG integration into MV 
networks enabled by the self-adaptive reactive power 
regulation and the active power curtailment. 

SMART GRID SOLUTIONS STUDIED 

To reduce the cost of integrating DG on distribution 
networks, Enedis has studied alternative solutions to 
reinforcement and has tested them during the last years. 
 

Self-adaptive reactive power regulation 
One of these solutions, already adopted by Enedis, is to 
rely on reactive power capabilities of DG’s on MV 
networks for solving voltage constraints on the MV 
feeder to which the DG is connected. This solution is 
dedicated to MV feeders with both consumption and 
generation, and not for direct DG MV feeders. 
Before 2016, DG connection was only done by applying 
a constant ratio between reactive and active power called 
“fixed Tan Phi”. The ratio was determined by the DSO 
during the connection study. Since 2016, a new 
possibility is proposed for DG connecting to MV 
networks. This new solution is based on a self-adaptive 
regulation of reactive power injection/consumption based 
on the voltage measured at the connection point as 
described in the figure bellow.  

 
Figure 1 : Self-adaptive reactive power control 

This self-adaptive reactive power regulation is based on a 
local regulation with a dead-band as described in [1]. The 
introduction of the dead-band on the regulation enables 
the DG to go further in reactive power absorption (if this 
higher capacity is necessary for solving voltage 
constraints) without increasing network losses as DG 
solicitation is reduced. This solution can reduce 
connection costs for DG. 

 
Figure 2 : Local regulation principle 

This optional reactive power regulation law has already 
been integrated in Enedis technical documents and can be 
requested by a new DG for its connection.  
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Active power curtailment 
Active power curtailment of DG connected to MV 
networks is another alternative solution to grid 
reinforcement which is studied for assessing its feasibility 
and its economical interest. This solution is based on 
limited power curtailment to avoid technical constraints 
when necessary. This solution can be interesting when 
constraints appear only a few hours per year. In these 
cases, it is economically more relevant to reduce power 
injected by DG during these few hours than to reinforce 
the network. With this solution, connection scheme with 
potential technical constraints will become possible since 
these constraints will be solved by activating active 
power curtailment when necessary.  
 

 
Figure 3 : Active power curtailment principle 

Technical constraints that may appear in MV network are 
identified by the DSO operational planning tool. As 
shown in the previous figure, the DSO tool takes into 
account local consumption and generation in order to 
calculate technical constraints (voltage and current). If a 
constraint is anticipated, the maximum power that DG 
can inject will be calculated and the information (power 
and duration) sent to DG in order to limit its generation 
power during a limited time. 

METHODOLOGY 

For assessing the reduction costs when connecting DG 
with one of the two alternative solutions, a French 
scenario of renewable energies development by 2030 has 
been studied. This scenario was defined in a report on 
trends of supply-demand balance published on a two-year 
basis by the French TSO [5]. The report takes into 
account actual development of renewable energies and 
the targets defined by the French government and EU. 

Four different scenarios describe different levels of 
development of renewable energies and the evolution of 
consumption in France. 
In this study, the scenario entitled “New Mix”, which 
depicts a scenario with the higher level of renewable 
resources installed, is taken into account. This scenario 
forecasts 24 GW of PV and 27.6 GW of wind power 
installed in France by 2030. Considering power plants 
already installed and the ones that will be connected to 
HV networks, it leads to the arrival of 17 GW of PV and 
13,4 GW of wind power into distribution networks (MV 
and LV networks). 
It is necessary to define where (region, network ...) these 
power plants are likely to be installed by 2030 and their 
characteristics for running electrical calculations and 
identifying the potential technical constraints. To do so, 
recent DG connections have been analysed for defining 
different sizes of power plants that are considered in the 
study and the related percentage of power connected. The 
distribution within French regions is based on actual 
targets defined by regions. The following table presents 
the percentage of installed power considered for each 
power plant size. 

 
Table 1 : Power plant size and power associated in the “New 
Mix” scenario considered for the study 

For power plants connected to LV networks, a random 
allocation per MV network is done since their precise 
connection location is highly uncertain. For DG directly 
connected to MV networks, the study only looks at DG 
that can be connected to existing MV feeders since 
solutions are not relevant if a new MV feeder is 
necessary. 
 

Self-adaptive reactive power regulation 
For analysing the self-adaptive reactive power regulation, 
the study focuses on the reduction of reinforcement that 
can be done with extended DG reactive power 
capabilities solving voltage constraints if the DG is 
connected to an existing MV feeder. Network losses are 
also studied when using the self-adaptive reactive power 
regulation instead of the “fixed Tan Phi” regulation (i.e. 
with a fixed ratio between reactive and active power). 
For assessing benefits of this solution, we first determine 
the number of DG that can be connected to MV networks 
on an existing MV feeder and, among them, evaluate how 
many will face technical constraints in the connection 
study. To do so, electrical calculations are run for all MV 
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feeders for which the probability of connecting a new DG 
to the MV network is important by 2030. These 
calculations consider the arrival of one MV DG (DG 
between 1MW and 6 MW are simulated) and the random 
allocation of LV generation units. Three different reactive 
power regulations of DG connected to MV networks have 
been considered to assess the interest of the self-adaptive 
reactive power regulations with extended capabilities: 

- No reactive power injection/consumption, 
- Maximum reactive power consumption with a 

fixed ratio between reactive and active power 
(Tan Phi Qmin= -0.35), 

- Self-adaptive reactive power regulation with 
extended reactive power capabilities (Q=f(U) 

Qmin= -0.5). 
Results of these calculations make it possible to calculate 
the percentage of MV feeders that may potentially be 
under constraint with the arrival of LV and MV 
generation units. 

 
Figure 4 : MV feeders potentially on constraint 

These results combined with the number of generation 
units of each size considered in this study enables the 
calculation of the number of MV DG that can be 
connected to existing feeders thanks to self adaptive 
regulation with extended reactive power capabilities . 
Such results then lead to the assessment of the reduction 
of connection costs. 
The self-adaptive reactive power regulation has also an 
impact on the annual level of network losses compared to 
the regulation with a fixed ratio between reactive and 
active power. This impact is assessed by running 
electrical calculations for different levels of production 
and consumption for the three reactive power regulations 
previously presented and also the self-adaptive power 
regulation without extended reactive power capabilities. 
These results have been combined with load and 
generation profiles to calculate annual losses based on the 
occurrence of simulated situations.  

 
Figure 5 : Network losses reduction with self-adaptive 

reactive power regulation 

The two benefits, reduction of connection costs and 
network losses, must then be compared to the 
implementation cost of this smart grid solution (self-
adaptive reactive power regulation). The cost of extended 
reactive power capabilities when necessary is taken into 
account while the equipment required to implement the 
self-adaptive reactive power regulation is considered in a 
baseline cost scenario (since it is implemented by default 
for new MV generation units). 
 

Active power curtailment 
For active power curtailment, the study focuses on the 
possible reduction of network reinforcement by curtailing 
DG a limited number of hours per year. Benefits are 
assessed by first determining the probability of facing 
technical constraints when connecting MV DG to an MV 
feeder with LV power plants connected (it is the same 
calculations considered with the self adaptive reactive 
power regulation). For this solution, self-adaptive 
reactive power regulation with no extended capabilities is 
considered for new MV power plants (i.e. Q=f(U) Qmin= -

0.35) thus corresponding to a baseline scenario. 
Once this probability is calculated, it is necessary to 
determine the probability of having a cost reduction when 
curtailing DG instead of reinforcing the network. To do 
so, different levels of consumption and production (PV 
and wind) are simulated on the feeder. It is then possible 
to identify {consumption, production} situations where 
technical constraints appear and the maximum power that 
can be injected by MV DG. 

 
Figure 6 : Network constraints and maximum power of MV 

power plant 
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To determine if the curtailment is cost-effective, the 
energy curtailed must be assessed. To do so, load and 
generation profiles are used to evaluate the probability of 
each simulated situation and combined with the energy 
curtailed for each situation.  

 
Figure 7 : Energy curtailed calculation 

For each MV feeder simulated, the cost of the energy 
curtailed (during 20 years) is calculated from the cost of 
energy substitution and then compared with the reduction 
of reinforcement cost. The comparison also takes into 
account the costs of network instrumentation needed for 
curtailment calculation and the communication 
equipment between the power plant and the DSO. 
The probability for active power curtailment being 
relevant is calculated by analyzing these results for all 
simulated MV feeders potentially under constraint. 

 
Figure 8 : Probability of having an interest of active power 

curtailment as an alternative to network reinforcement 

The previous figure shows that for half small PV power 
plants connected to MV network, active power 
curtailment can be cost-effective when compared to 
network reinforcement. It also shows that the probability 
that active power curtailment is cost effective decreases 
with the size of the MW generation plant and its type (PV 
or wind). 

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Self-adaptive reactive power regulation 
When looking at the interest of self-adaptive reactive 
power regulation, the reduction of MV network 
reinforcement has been depicted on this paper, with 
extended reactive power capabilities and then solving 
voltage constraints. This solution enables the connection 
of 220 MW to existing MV feeder without MV network 
reinforcement. 

 
Figure 9 : Power that can be connected to existing MV 
feeders without MV network reinforcement using DG 

reactive power capabilities 

This result corresponds to a possible reduction of 
connection costs by 100 k€/MW when taking into 
account the costs of the solution (only for extended 
reactive power capabilities) and the benefits, when the 
extended reactive power capabilities solve voltage 
constraints. The total reduction of costs is evaluated at 22 
M€ by 2030. 
Besides, the solution also enables to limit network losses 
on MV networks for 1,5 M€ for the next 15 years for a 
self-adaptive reactive power regulation without extended 
reactive power capabilities.. 
Another impact of self-adaptive reactive power regulation 
is the impact on reactive power solicitation of DG. The 
next figure compares reactive power consumption 
between the “fixed Tan Phi” regulation (i.e. with a fixed 
ratio between reactive and active power) and the self-
adaptive reactive power regulation with extended 
capabilities. The Figure 10 shows that the total reactive 
power consumed by power plant during a year has been 
reduced with the self-adaptive regulation, even when it is 
necessary to go further on reactive power to solve voltage 
constraints. These results confirm the possibility of going 
further on reactive power absorption without having a 
negative impact on DG solicitation. 

 
Figure 10 : Reactive power consumed by PV facility during 

one year 

Active power curtailment 
The use of active power curtailment enables the 
connection of 720 MW to already existing feeders 
without MV network reinforcement. When this solution 
is more interesting than network reinforcement, 
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connection costs are reduced by 90 k€/MW. The 
expected reduction of costs is evaluated at 65 M€. 

 
Figure 11 : Potential cost reduction when using active power 
curtailment  

These calculations have been done on the entire value 
chain for society at large and no analysis of business 
models of different players has been done.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The economical interest of the two alternatives to MV 
reinforcement has been depicted in this paper.  
The self-adaptive reactive power regulation has already 
been integrated to Enedis technical documentation. The 
self-adaptive regulation with extended reactive power 
capabilities is proven useful to solve voltage constraints, 
and results of the cost benefit analysis show a potential 
reduction of connection costs of 100 k€/MW. Taking into 
account the French energy scenario by 2030 considered 
in the study, this alternative to MV reinforcement can be 
useful for 220 MW. 
For active power curtailment, field experiments are going 
to be launched before integrating this solution to Enedis 
technical documentation. The cost benefit analysis shows 
a potential reduction of connection costs of 90 k€/MW 
when this solution is economically interesting compared 
to MV network reinforcement. Results also exhibit a 
potential interest for 720 MW of active power curtailment 
by 2030.  
These two alternatives facilitate, by reducing connection 
costs, the arrival of more than 700 MW of PV and wind 
power plants to MV networks. 
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